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CYTOPATHOLOGY OF BARLEY MID CORN LEAF TISSUE
INFECTED WITH THE ND18 STRAIN OF
BARLEY STRIPE MOSAIC VIRUS
Abstract
CHARLES R • Mc!-'iULLEN
Under the supervision of Dr. vayne S. Gardner
The distribution of the ND18 strain of barley stripe mosaic
virus (BS:.W) in barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) and corn (Zea mays L. )
leaf tissue was studied with light and electron microscopes.
Virions were detected in the cytoplasm of barley mesophyll cells,
subsidiary, guard and epidermal cells, vascular parenchyma cells,
sieve and tracheary 8lements.
mesophyll cells.

Nuclear virus was found in barley

Ultrastructural cytopathological changes were

greatest in the inoculated leaf of barley which contained fewer
virus particles than either primary acute or chronically infected
tissues.

Primary acute and chronically infected barley tissues

contained intracellular virions scattered in the cytoplasm, in
amorphous inclusjon bodies or in crystals.

Several types of virus

inclusion bodies were located in primary acute er chronic barley
leaf tissue.

"Tubular aggregates" of virus particles were located

in mesophyll cells of barley leaves exhibiting primary acute
symptoms.

i-umerous aberr�tions of barley chloroplasts were found:

swelling, d�forrnation of me branes, cytoplasmic invaginations,
peripheral vesicles and BSdV particles attached to the limiting
membrane.

everal p enotypically different plastids were located

in single cells.

Two defective types were characterized by the

pellucid appearance of the stroma.

Cell wall thickenings, "extended

plasmodesmata, " extraprotoplasmic sacs, and paramural bodies were
found in early systemic barley leaf tissue (primary acute).

Few

ND18 BSMV particles were found in systemically infected corn leaf
tissue.

Paramural bodies, intraprotoplasmic osmiophilic bodies,

and extraprotoplasmic sacs, similar to those found in barley, were
located in corn leaf cells.

Mesophyll chloroplasts in corn tissue

were often swollen, contained deranged membrane systems and had
BSMV particles attached to their limiting membrane.

Bundle sheath

chloroplasts were swollen and contained unusual periph�ral
reticulum and stroma �amel�ae arrangement.

CYTOPATHOLOGY OF BARLEY AND CORN LEAF TI SSUE
INFECTED WITH THE ND18 STRAIN OF
BARLEY STRIPE MOSAIC VIRUS
INTRODUCTION
Barley stripe mosaic virus (BSMV) is of :particular interest,
since demonstration in barley that BSI1V increases the frequency
of triploid ·.:.nd aneuploid seeds (Sandfaer, 1973) and in corn that
BSMV causes a genetic abnormality, designated "Aberrant Ratio" (AR)
(Sprague, McKinney and Greeley, 1963; Sprague and McKinney, 1966,

1971; Pring, 1974). The AR effect is a significant deviation from
expected Mendelian ratios in F and ba.ckcrosses in corn. Pring
2
(1974) established recently that the ND18 strain of BSMV induces
the AR phenomenon in corn.
Barley stripe mosaic virus is transmitted in barley by
infected seed and mechanically by rubbing a leaf with sap from
a diseased plant.

Transmission of the virus in corn is accomplished

by mechanical means only.

The virus has been characterized as a

rigid rod of variable lengths with the average measuring approxi
mately 128 x 19 run (Gibbs, et al. , 1963; Harrison,� al. , 196 5).
BS}V contains a single stranded, multicomponent ribonucleic acid
(Pring, 1972; Jackson and Brakke, 1973; Lane, 1 974).

Transverse

sections of the virus, doubly stained with uranyl acetate and lead

2

citrate, reveal an inner RNA zone, an outer layer of protein and a
central canal (Gardner, 1 967; Mayhew and Carroll, 1 97 4a).

Thin

section studies have demonstrated the presence of BSMV particles
in barley pollen (Gardner, 1967), embryos (Carroll, 1969, 1 972),
egg sac and egg cells (Mayhew and Carroll, 1 974a),-and sperm and
vegetative cells of barley pollen (Carroll, 1974) .

There are no

research reports concerning the ultrastructure of BSMV in corn.
Ultrastructural studies of BSM-V in diseased barley leaf mesophyll
and guard cells have found particles in the cytoplasm (Shalla,
1 959, 1 966; Gardner, 1967; Carroll, 1 970 ) and nuclei (Gardner,
1967).

Shalla (1 966) proposed that BSI1V occurs either in crystal

line aeuo-regates or as individual virions attached to �hloroplast
membranes in mechanically inoculated tissue.

However, in cells

of plants infected from seed, virus particles were found randomly
scattered throughout the cytoplasm.

Gardner (1 967) reports both

cytoplasmic crystalline aggregates and virions attached to plastids
as occurring in seed borne BSNV infected barley mesophyll cells.
Shalla (1 966) postulated that the difference in virus distribution
and host response was related to the age of the cells at the time
they were infected.

Gardner (1967) suggested that the length of

time the cells were infected rather than their maturity was
responsible for differences in viral aggregation and plastid
association.
McKinney and Greeley (1965) proposed that the disease
characteristics caused by BS Vin barley plants be divided into

J
four major phases,
late chronic.

primary acute, secondary acute, early and

The first visible symptoms (primary acute) appear

at the base of the youngest developing leaf.

This is an early

systemic symptom resulting from the invasion of tissues in which
rate of cell growth is rapid.

The portion of the leaf blade

exhibiting primary acute symptoms dies.

The inoculated leaf

develops secondary acute symptoms one or two days after the
appearance of the primary acute phase.

This tissue has received

virus directly from the inoculum in a sta�e when little or no cell
enlargement or division is occurring.
secondary acute symptoms dies,

The entire blade showing

Chronic symptoms result from the

systemic spread of virus into tissues, which were slightly
differentiated or apical meristem when the primary acute reaction
first appeared, following either mechanical or seed transmission.
Chronically infected tissue does not collapse and die.
Histological investigations by Gardner (1967) showed that
greatest virus production occurred in the inoculated leaf.

The least

amount of virus was observed in cells from green, chronically in
fected tissue of the seed borne infection.

Biochemical studies

(Pring and Timian, 1969; Pring, 1971; Dodds and Hamilton, 19 72) have
conclud�d that a much higher concentration of virus was found in
systemically-invaded tissue than in the inoculated leaf.
The objective of this study was to compare the virus-host
interaction in the inoculated (secondary acute) and systemically
infected (primary acute and chronic) leaf tissue of barley using

4

the ND18 strain of BSMV.

This investigation was also initiated

to describe the ultrastructural appearance of BSMV in corn.
Emphasis was placed upon obtaining data on the intracellular
arrangement and concentration of the virus and alteration of cell
organelles by the ND18 strain of BSMV.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The second emerging leaf of barley (Hord um vulgare L.
'Hudson Winter') seedlings in the three leaf stage was inoculated
The virus isolate

with BSMV by the finger-wipe leaf rub method.

was originally supplied by R. G. Timian and has been designated
as ND18 (Pring and Timian, 1969).

Virus-infected barley seed was

obtained by blast inoculating (Gardner, Wells and Lay, 1969)
field grown 'Larker' barley plants.

The inoculation of several

corn (Zea mays L.) cultivars (Table 1) was accomplished by rubbing
the first emerging leaf of plants in the three leaf stage with sap
from diseased barley plants.

All experimental plants were grown

under greenhouse condit"ons.
Barley leaf tissues exhibiting the secondary acute, primary
acute and chronic phases described by McKinney and Greeley (1965),
and samples taken from chlorotic stripes of systemically infected
leaves of SD-P2 corn plants were fixed in

10-16 hours at 4° c.

5%

glutaraldehyde for

The glutaraldehyde was buffered with 0.05 M

potassium phosphate at pH 7.1 with or without 2% sodium
thioglycolate (Langenberg and Schroeder, 1970).

Tissue was washed

in cold buffer and then postfixed in buffered

osmic acid at

1%

4° c for 10-16 hours.

The _embedding plastic consisted of 3 parts Spurr low

vis cosity plastic (Spurr, 1969) to 1 part modified Bo-Jax mixture

6
(Gardner, 1 969) , with DMP-JO (tri-dimethlaminomethyl phenol) used
as the accelerator.

Upon dehydration in an acetone series, the

tissue was soaked in acetone plastic mixture (1 :1 ) at room

temperature for J-4 hours, then at 4o0 c for an additional hour before
being transferred into fresh plastic and polymerized at 6o0 c for

26 hours.

Uninoculated leaf tissue was treated in the same manner.

Thin sections (approximately 6ooR) were cut with glass
knives on a Porter-Blum MT-2 ultramicrotome, placed on uncoated
200 or JOO mvsh copper grids and routinely stained with
acetate followed by lead citrate.

2%

uranyl

Lead citrate stain was prepared

by placing O. 5 gram lead citrate (Polysciences, Inc. , Warrington,
Pa.) along with 8 ml of carbonate-free, 2 N sodium hydroxide
solution (Acculute, Anachemia Chemicals Limited, Champlain, N.Y. )
in boiled, glass-<listilled water.

The final volume was brought up

to 50 ml with water and then sealed with a layer of paraffin oil
and stored at 4° c.
Observations were made with a RCA Ei1U-JG electron micro
scope operated at 50 kv or a model HU-1 2 Hitachi electron micro
scope operated at 50 or 75 kv.
Thick sections (1. 5-2 µm) for light microscope studies
were placed in a drop of water on a glass slide, heated to dryness
on a warming table and then stained with an aqueous solution of
toluidine blue.

Embedding plastic, which had been stored at

-1 0 0 C, was used as a medium to mount the sections on the glass

7
slide .

Light microscope observations were made with a Leitz

Ortholux research microscope equipped wlth an Orthomat camera.

RESULTS
Cytology of Bs;-rv, :N1Jl8 Strain t in Barley
1. The inoculated lea£ secondary acute
Symptoms of the secondary acute phase appeared one or two
days after the first appearance of primary acute symptoms or
approximately six to eight days postinoculation.

Secondary acute

reactions consisted of narrow chlorotic stripes (Fig. 1) which
eventually became necrotic and involved the entire leaf blade,
killing it •
.!!ixamination of the inoculated leaf one day before secondary
acute symptoms appeared on comparable test plants revealed large
globular inclusion bodies but no consistent organelle abnormalities
(Fig. 2) .

No virus particles were detected in this tissue even

though these plants were exhibiting systemic symptoms.
Thick sections of leaf tissue exhibiting chlorotic stripes
viewed with the light microscope revealed spherical rather than
normal lenticular-shaped chloroplasts, dark spherical objects and
some cells containing densely-stained shrunken cell contents
(Fig. 3 -A).
Electron microsco1,:,,· supported light microscope evidence
(Fig. 3-B) .

Occasionally chloroplasts were found to have

peripheral vesicles (Fig. J-C) .

The vesicles appeared to be

9
connected to the outer plastid membrane and were bounded by a
single membrane (Fig.

3-C).

Rupture of the limiting membrane

released the vesicles free into the cytoplasm or left them
attached to small fragments of the membrane (Fig. J-C) .

Very

few virus particles were observed other than those attached to
the outer plastid membrane (Fig. J-C) .

The tonoplasl of many

cells was disrupted with the ground cytoplasm scattered throughout
the vacuolar area.

As found by light microscopy, some cells

contained densely stained cytoplasm (Fig.

3-B).

Presumably these

cells were dead and expressed the early symptoms of tissue
necrosis.
Exa.mii1a.ti0n 0f lea.v�s ni th :uccrotic stri:p2s

,_

�. - - -. , _ .,

..... �v,;;;u.,..._,._,u.

extensive portions with dense cellular contents (F�g. 4-A) . That
portion of the leaf which was chlorotic but not yet completely
necrotic contained cells in various stages of dissolution (Fig.
4-B).

Progressive chloroplast breakdown was apparently partially

responsible for the increasing electron denseness of the cytoplasm
and the light, elliptical structures in dense cytoplasm had the
same staining characteristics and shape as starch granules found
in intact chloroplasts (Fig. 4-B).

Chlorotic tissue contained

nlL�erous chloroplasts with expanded areas of membraneless stroma
and disrupted limiting membranes (Figs. 4-B, 5-A).

Intraplastid

starch granules were more numerous in diseased tissue (Figs. 3,
4,

5).

Viicrobodies infrequently contained crystals and

mitochondria exhibited swollen cristae (Fig.

5-A). Very few virus

10
particles and no virus inclusion bodies were observed.

The

globular bodies observed in the inoculated leaf were devoid of
any internal or external membrane system and were not found
�ssociated with virus particles (Figs. 2-B, J-D ,

5).

2. Systemic infection primary acute
Symptoms characterized as the primary acute reaction
appeared five to seven days postinoculation.

The symptoms began

as chlorotic flecks in a green field (Fig. 1) which developed into
a uniform chlorosis across the leaf.

The affected portion of the

leaf blade eventually died.
revealed portions of ·.,ne leaf where chloroplasts appeared normal
(Fig. 6-A) and other segments where the chloroplasts were distended
and the cellular contents were deranged (Fig. 6-B) .

Thin section

studies showed that the area with normal appearing chloroplasts
contained considerable amounts of virus (Fig.

7).

Cytoplasmic

bulges containing virions were often large enough to be seen with
the light microscope (Fig. 6-A) .

Chloroplasts were normal with

the exception of some with slight swelling or elongated protrusions
of the envelope (Fig.

8).

The extensions encircled pockets of

cytoplasm forming cytoplasmic invaginations.

No virus particles

were found in chloroplasts except those of cytoplasmic origin in
t.he enclaves bounded by membranes of the chloroplast envelope

11

(Fig. 8) .

A similar ameboid process which had enclosed a

mitochondrion was observed in a healthy plant.
Thin section studies of leaf tissue categorized as
abnormal by light microscopy revealed several aberrations.
Chloroplasts in tissue taken from the chlorotic fleck area of the
leaf were swollen and had numerous cytoplasmic invaginations
(Figs. 9, 16-A) .

Cells in uniformly chlorotic tissue frequently

contained more than one type of plastid abnormality (Figs. 10,
17-A) .

Two defective types were characterized by the pellucid

appearance of the stroma caused in part by the paucity or absence
of ribosome-like particles normally found in the stroma (Figs. 10,
17-A).

One of' these chlorop.1ast types �,as irn;gUla.L·

.i.u .:>1La,i-ic

and composed of twisted or convoluted membranes forming tubular
networks (Figs. 10-B, 11 , 17-A) .

Elongated grana or anastomosed

lamellae were often a prominent feature of these type 1 chloroplasts
(Figs. 10-B, 11, 17-A) .

The convoluted lamellar network was not

apparent in the second type.

However, type 2 plastids were swollen

and contained disarranged internal membranes as compared to
normal or control organelles (Figs. 12, 17-A) .

Both aberrant

types rarely contained cytoplasmic invaginations or starch
granules.
Swollen chloroplasts (type J) containing an electron
dense stroma often with cytoplasmic invaginations were the most
common aberrant type observed in infected tissues (Figs. 9, 10,
16-A).

The stroma was electron-dense yet clear areas containing

12

fibrils like those thought to contain D NA (Herrmann and Kowallik,
1970) were frequently discernible (Figs. 13-A, 24-A).

Distinct

fibrils were not observed in plastids with electron-lucent stroma
or in plastids from control tissue.

Dense-stroma chloroplasts

often contained numerous small peripheral vesicles (Fig. 13).
Some vesicles appeared to be double membrane structures with the
inner plastid membrane forming the outer vesicular membrane and
the outer plastid membrane comprising the inner vesicular membrane
(Fig. lJ-A).

However, further examination of the vesicles revealed

the inner plastid membrane only fonned a depressi on in the stroma
and did not contribute to the vesicular membranes (Fig. lJ-B).
?las·Lids frequently possessed pc:.i•l.1>h�Le2,l v coj_1.,;lE:o

a.i.l aiigc:u. ih luW6

or in sunken areas of the plastid with rosettes of vesicles (Figs.
1 3-C, 14�B, 14-C).

These vesicles were bounded by a single membrane

with short necks in continuity with the outer plastid membrane
( Figs. 13 , 1 4).

The vesicles often contained very fine fibrillar

material (Figs. lJ-B, lJ-C).

Virions were commonly observed

attached to the outer membrane of the chloroplast (Fig. 14-A). ·
Upon rupture of the outer membrane, the plastid had an expanse
of its envelope limited only by the inner membrane and was of
irregular shape due to the sunken stroma (F'igs. 13 -C, 14-A).
Vesicle formation was not limited to mesophyll chloroplasts.
Plastids of vascular parenchyma contained vesicles which appeared
to be derived from membranes surrounding electron transparent

lJ .
areas in the stroma (Fig. 15) .

l•iesophyll chloroplasts contained

vesicles derived from similar membranes (Fig . 14-A) .
The wall of infected mesophyll cells contained "extended
plasmodesmata" with accompanying cell-wall overgrowths.

These

structures were observed in both chlorotic fleck and uniformly
chlorotic portions of the leaf (Figs. 16, 17) .

Many paramural

bodies containing numerous vesicles or flattened tubules were
located between the plasmalemma and the cell wall in this tissue.
Paramural bodies of the type shown in Fig . 18 were not restricted
to virus-infected tissue.

They were occasionally observed in

control tissue and noninfected experimental material.
limited, contained no virus particles and terminat ed in bulbous
protrusions (Figs. 17-B, 19 -D , 19-E).

The protrusions were found

between the plasmalemma and cell wall causing invagination of the
cytoplasm .

Cell-wall outgrowths occurred around the plasmodesmata

which contained less densely packed microfibrils than the primary
cell wall (Fig . 19-E).

Some cell -wall outgrowths extended into

the cytoplasm and contained plasmodesmata which did not terminate
in bulbous pr otrusions (Fig. 20) .

Transverse or obli�ue sections

of the wall outgrowths appeared as islands of cell- wall material
in the cytoplasm surrounded by the plasmalemma ( Fig. 16-B) .
Extraprotoplasmic sacs of small spherical granules in
close association with plasmodesmata were observed in cells from
both chlorotic fleck and uniformly chlorotic tissue (Figs . 16, 17,
302823
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19, 21) .

The sacs were always lo cated between the plasmalemma

and cell wall and were not observed in the absence of plasmodesmata.
These sacs were membrane limited and aJ?peared to be continuous
with plasmodesmata (Fig . 21).

Cell-wall material similar to that

surrounding " extended plasmodesmata" _occurred arounrl the sacs
(Figs. 19-C ,- 21-A, 2 1-B) .

"Extend.ed plasmodesmata" and extra

protoplasmic sacs frequently appeared at the same location along
the cell wall (Figs. 16 , 17 , 19 ) .

Both types of abnormalities

occurred only at cellular junctions.

These structures were never

found in cell walls adjacent to intracellular spaces .

Rough

endoplasmic reticulum was often observed near these cell-wall
Virus partic�cs were detected within the cytoplasm of
subsidiary, guard and_ epidermal cells (Fig . 22) , xylem parenchyma
cells ( Fig . 23) , and the nuclei of mesophyll cells (Fig. 24-A ) .
Nuclear virus particles were detected only in cells with large
populations of virus and nearly normal protoplast structure such as
shown in Fig. 7.

The virus occurred in electron-dense crystals,

as a component of inclusion bodies or s cattered in the cytoplasm of
mesophyll cells ( Fig. 24-B) .

Several morphological types of virus

containing inclusion bodies were found in primary acute tissue
( Figs. 2 5, 26) .

Occasionally virions were found in " tubular

aggregates" where they appeared to be attached to an unidentified
structure allusive of smooth endoplasmi c reticulum or microtubules
( Figs. 16-B, 27 ).

iesophyll cells whose tonoplast had ruptured

11
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occasionally contained spherical, electron-dense areas of cytoplasm
(Fig. 28) .

These unidentified structures had no limiting or

internal membrane structure.

Spherical or ovoid osmiophilic

bodies were frequently found in chlorotic primary acute tissue
either near cell-wall �alformations (Figs. 1 6-A, 1 7, 1 9-C, 20-B)
or scattered in cytoplasm (Fig. 1 0-B) .

These stru ctures were not

limited by a membrane.

J . Systemic infection from
seed-borne - chronic phase
The symptoms expressed by plants infected from seed are
those of the chronic phase .
chlorotic flecks an<.i. stripes.

The emerging leaf contained numerous
As the plant matured., i:.he chroni c

stripes became white and extended several centimeters up and do�m
the leaf blade.

The chlorotic flecks also became apigmented and

were randomly scattered up and down the leaf.
Chlorotic tissue was sampled approximately four days after
emergence from the soil.

Since the tissue was expo sed to the

virus when it was meristem or at a very early sta ge of differen
tiation , it provided a system to study the effects of the virus
on developing cells.

The tissue contained many mesophyll cells

with considerable amounts of virus in densely pa.eked crystals or
s cattered in the cytoplasm (Fig . 29).
composition were occasionally seen.

Large crystals of unknown
Their internal structure and

staining properties resembled microbody crystals.

However, an
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intact limiting membrane was not observed and the crystals were
approximately six times larger than microbody crystals observed
in other stages of infection (Fig. JO).
Chloroplasts of the chronic tissue contained vesicles which
appeared to be derived from a ramified tubular network (Fig
Jl-B).

Some plastids contained convoluted lamellae with small

grana, consisting of only a few disks (Fig. Jl-C).

Where very

young plastids were encountered they contained prolamellar bodies,
consisting of disorganized tubules with few radiating lamellae
(Fig. Jl-D ).
Virus particles were located in vascular parenchyma, sieve
particles were also located in bundle sheath cells .

Sections of

vascular bundles were searched until virus cross sections were
obtained in sieve and vessel elements demonstrating the electron
lucent central canal, surrounded by a narrow electron-dense band;
itself enclosed by a thicker lightly staining band (Figs. 32-B,
JJ-B ) .
Cytology of BSMV , ND18 Strain, in Corn
Several corn cultivars were inoculated with the ND18
strain of BStiV in an attempt to fin d suitable material for ultra
structural studies (Table 1).

Symptom development was very

erratic within these test plants.
in inbreds SD-P2, OH45 and Rl8-l-9 .

However, synptoms did occur
Systemic symptoms of ND18
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infection appeared 10 to 30 days pos tinoculation .

The symptoms

consisted of several chlorotic stripes running nearly the entire
length of the leaf blade with short flecks scattered up and down
.the leaf.

No local lesions or distinctive symptoms were observed

on the inoculated leaf .

Infectivity . of corn leaf t:tssue exhibiting

symptoms could not be demonstrated.

Inbred SD-P2 was selected

as experimental material because of its local development and
availability .
Ultrastructural studies of early systemic tissue revealed
a low concentration of BSMV particles (Fig.

34-B) . Cytoplasmic

bulges containing virus were uncommon (Fig.

34-A) . Occasionally

v .ir.iun::; w e:ce ouotff v eu. c:1. L Lad 1eu. i.,o the u u-Lei: 11Lembrd.ne uf 111e�:H)_p11y ll
chloroplasts (Fig .

3�-B) . Developing tissue necrosis was observed

in chlorotic areas of the leaf as evidenced by cells containing
large amounts of densely-stained cytoplasm (Fig.

J4-A ) . Paramural

bodies , intraprotoplasmic osmiophilic bodies and structures
similar to extraprotoplasmic sacs found in early systemic tissues
of barley also were located in corn (Figs.

J4-B , J6 , 37-B) .

Chloroplasts of the agranal type with stroma lamellae arranged in
parallel rows were observed in bundle sheath cells .

The peripheral

region of these chloroplasts in healthy and diseased tissue
contained a system of anastomosing vesicles or peripheral
reticulum (Fig. 35-A) .

Aberrant corn mesophyll cell chloroplasts

with tubular networks and vesicles resembled those referred to as
type 1 in barley (Fig.

37) . Bundle sheath chloroplasts in diseased
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tissue were often swollen and contained disarranged strorna
lamellae (Fig. 38-B ) .

·--- -

DISCUSSION AND COHCLUSIOrs
Cytology of BSMV, ND18 Strain , in Barl ey
Ultrastructural cytopathological changes were greater in the
infected inoculated leaf than in either primary acut� or chronically
infected tissues.

In contrast to primary acute and chronically

infected leaves, the end result of these structural or physiological
changes in the inoculated leaf was death • of the entire leaf blad�.
Electron microscope evidence reported in this study and biochemical
data reported by Pring and Timian ( 1969) and Pring ( 1971) agree that
BSMV concentration was lowest in the inoculated leaf.

Therefore, it

seems evident that extent of tissue damage was not always related
to quantity of virions.

Similar conclusions have been reached

previously by several authors (Diener, 1963; Weintraub and Ragetli,

1964; Ragetli, 1967) .
Not only did barley cells undergo degeneration with few,
if any, BSMV particles detectable (Figs. J, 4, 5) but cells
containing considerable amounts of virus appeared to have nearly
normal protoplast structure (Figs. 6, 7) .

These phenomena have also

been reported for tobacco mosaic, beet yellows (Esau , 1 96 8) and
beet yellow stunt viruses (Hoefert, Esau and Duffus, 1970).
Gardner ( 1967) reported finding normal cells in the green portion of
chronically infected leaves with BSMV particles p resent in the
cytoplasm.

Hoefert, et al . , ( 19 70) stated that lack of correlation

between virus concentration and the amount of protoplast
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abnormalities might be explained by suggesting that presence of
virions in invaded cells disrupts the metabolism of adjacent
virus-free cells or that cells which appear to be free of virus
might contain virus in an incomplete form which is not being
detected.

Pring

( 1971) reported that viral RNA in the inoculated

leaf was approximately the same as the primary acute leaf ; however,
the number of intact ND1 8 BSMV particles was much lower in the
inoculated leaf.

Pring

( 1971) suggested that inoculated leaves

had a low " efficiency of encapsidation" because RNA -coat protein
assembly or production was inhibited resulting in detection of
fewer intact ND18 BSMV particles.
and Pring

Dodds and Hamilton

( 1972) have

( 1971) usi1. 6 the V-1 isolate of BSMV. Gardner ( 1967)

working with a moderate strain of BSMV reported greater concentra
tion of virus particles in sections of inoculated leaf than
systemically infected tissues.
Primary acute and chronically infected tissues contained
intracellular virions scattered in the cytoplasm, in amorphous
inclusion bodies or crystals.
the inoculated leaf.

No virus crystals were detected in

Virions were found associated with plastids

in all phases of the disease studied.
the hypo thesis by Shalla

These data do not support

( 1966) that chloroplast-associated and

scattered BSHV particles occur only in tissue infected from seed
and crystalline aggregates in mechanically inoculated leaves.
Shalla suggested that differences in virus aggregation were
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related to cell maturity at time of infection.

G ardner ( 1967 )

found crystals and loosely distributed. virions in both inoculated
leaves and tissue infected from seed.

Gardner indicated that

differences in intracellular distribution of the virus and its
as sociation with plastids was the result of how long the cells
were infected rather than their maturity at infection.

H y results

agree with that of Gardner with the exception of data concerning
Attempts to locate large conc entrations of

the inoculated leaf.

virions in the inoculated leaf early in the infecti on process were
not successful .

Differences in virus strain and culti var of

barley used or environmental conditions may account for this
dispa.ri ty .

I t has been demor.strated that clo s ely relo.t�d.. ,ri:ruz

strains can differ in intracellular behavior (Granett and Shalla,

1970) .
I ntrusion into vacuoles of cytoplasmic bulges containing
BSMV particles observed in this study has been prev iously reported
by Gardner (19 67) .

Thi s phenomenon is discussed by Esau (196 8)

who stated that virus-containing protrusions are the result of
virus multiplication.
Several types of virus inclusion bodies were located in
primary acute or chronic leaf tissue:

crystalline type composed

of tightly packed virions , loosely arranged or tightly compacted
bodies with fibrous bands similar to those discuss ed by Esau

( 19 68) , structures containing numerous organelles with few virus
particles and a membranous type with small clusters of tightly
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pa.eked virions.

Gardner ( 1967) reported finding crystalline and

membranous types of inclusions in the inoculated leaf ( secondary
acute) .

Non-virus associated globular inclusion bodies were

found in the inoculated leaf; this was also reported in an earlier
paper (Gardner, 1 967) .

The only other figure in the literature

which contained a structure similar to the globular inclusion
body was published by Silberschmidt and co-workers (1 970 ) .
"Tubular aggregates" of virus particles were located in
mesophyll cells in leaves exhibiting primary acute symptoms.
Mayhew and Carroll have published electron micrographs of similar
structures in cells of the egg sac (1 974a) and microspore mother
cells (1 974b) .

Mayhew and Carro·11 (unpublished results, 19?4�)

reported finding similar structures in barley mesophyll cells.

These

investigators stated that the tubular structure, to which the
virions were attached, was a microtubule and suggested that this
structure was the site of virus assembly or that it functions in
distributing virus to daughter cells, when the cell divides.
results do not negate either of these hypotheses.

My

However, since

these aggregates were not found extensively in cells from primary
acute tissue or observed in cells from embryonic infection, their
role in virus assembly appears to be limited unless mature mesophyll
cells are not assembling virus particles.
Numerous isometric plant viruses have been reported
occurring in the nuclei of infected cells, as discussed in communi
cations by Hull and co-workers (1970 ) and Esau and Hoefert (1973) .

2.3

Bacilliform particles of wheat striate mosaic (Lee, 196?; Sinha,

197 1) sonchus yellow net (Christie, et al. , 19 74) and rigid rod

shaped particles of tobacco mosaic (Esau and Cronshaw, 196 7;
Granett and Shalla, 19 70) and a moderate strain of barley stripe
mosaic (Gardner, 1967) have been observed in nuclei of infected
cells.

Nuclear BSMV particles, described by Gardner ( 196 7), were

found in mesophyll, vascular pa.renchyma and guard cells of the
inoculated. leaf and in mesophyll cells from embryonic infection.
In the primary acute leaf, nuclear particl�s of NTI1 8 BSMV were only
observed in relatively normal cells, containing large amounts of
virus.

According to Granett and Shalla (19 70), the presence of

tobacco mo saic virus (Tr-.v) in nuclei may depend u:rc� the vi.yus
strain .

The consanguinity of B SMV to nuclei may also be strain

related.
The relationship of the ND 1 8 strain of BS':y to chloroplasts
is consistent with that found using a moderate virus strain (Gardner,

1967) or using the type strain, ATCC No. 69 (Carroll, 1970 ) .
Both investigators reported the occurrence of chloroplast swelling,
deformation of membranes, cytoplasmic invaginations and BSMV
particles attached to the limiting membrane of plastids.

Protru

sions from chloroplasts, with or without the inclusion of cytoplasmic
virions or organelles (Fig. 8), was a common result of virus
infections (Shalla, 1964; Weintraub and Ragetli, 19 70; Kim and

Fulton, 1969 ; Rubio-Huertos, Vela and Lopez-Abella, 1967; Esau and
Hoefert, 1971: Dingjan-Versteegh and Jaspars, 1974).

Esau and
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Hoefert (1971) stated this phenomenon also occurred in healthy
plants but was exaggerated by pathological conditions.
The appearance of small peripheral vesicles in chloroplasts
has been observed in cells infec�ed with turnip yellow mosaic
virus (TYMV) in severaJ investigations ( Chalcra ft and Matthews,

196 6 ; Ushiyama and Matthews, 1970; Hatta , Bullivant and 1Iatthews,
1973 ; Hatta and Matthews, 1974; Hatta, 1974) .

Similar structures

have been found by Moline (1973) in physalis mottle virus-infected
cells ; . Betto and co-workers (1972) in TNV infected tobacco leaves ;
Mohamed ( 1973) in tobacco cells infected by tomato spotted. wilt
virus ; Allen (1972) working with wild cucumber mosaic virus and
Carro l:i. ( l970 ) .ill B3i·iV-lufe e; �eJ. -'d cl sues .

IIa.t �a. ci.fitl Ma. tthew.s ( 1971.;. )

distinguished seven cytological stages of TYHV infection primarily
on the development of peripheral vesicles in chloroplasts.

Electron

micrographs published by these authors depicted sunken areas formed
by an invagination of both limiting plastid membranes and rosettes
of double membraned vesicles associated with the sunken part of
the chloroplast membrane.

Similar interpretations of TYMV induced

vesicles have been published previously by Ushiyama and Matthews

(1970) , Lafleche and Bove ( cf. Allen, 1972) and Hatta , et al. ,

(1973) .

Sunken areas in chloroplasts of cells infected with ND18

BSMV ( Figs . 13 , 14) are formed. by the depression of the inner
limiting membrane and the single membraned vesicles are attached
to the outer- plastid membrane by short necks.

The hypothesis that

inner plastid membrane does not contribute to vesicular membranes
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in BSI '.i:V-infected cells is supported by my observation of peripheral
1

sunken areas in chloroplasts limited by a single membrane , remaining
after rupture of the outer membrane with attached vesicles (Figs.
lJ, 14).

This explanation of peripheral vesicle formation in BS IV

infected tissue agrees with that of Carroll (1970 ) .

Single membrane

vesicles have been occasionally observed in cells infected with
TYMV but were described as not having necks attached to the outer
plastid membrane (Hatta and Matthews, 1974) .
Matthews (1973) reviewed the evidence supporting the
hypothesis that small peripheral vesicles found in chloroplasts
of diseased cells are intimately related to virus synthesis.

One

Ly _l)e uf evideuc� ei -Led by Li:K, s� whu SU!Jpcn· ;,, tl,ib by pu Lh1::�is .i.s
the location of stranded material proposed to be v:ral RNA in the
peripheral vesicles.

A recent paper (Hatta and ��at thews, 1974)

found the frequency of vesicles containing stranded material
related to infection stages of TYl-1V diseased tissue.

Similar

stranded material was resolved in numerous vesicles of ND18 BSMV
infected cells (Figs. 13 , 14-A ) .

The demonstration of definite

virus-vesiculated plastid relationship by thin section studies has
been lacking ; it has been found convincingly only in BSEV (Carroll,

19 70 ) .

Close association of ND18 BS�V to chloroplasts in both

barley and corn and the occurrence of strand-containing vesicles
would appear to lend support to Carroll ' s (1970) suggestion that
BSMV synthesis or assembly is linked to vesiculated chloroplasts.
However , it is then difficult to explain the origin of massive
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amounts of virions in cells which appear to have nearly normal
plastids.

None of the plastids in tissue such as that shown in

Fig . 7 were found to have peripheral vesicles or virions closely
associated with the outer membrane.

I t is interesting to note

that this tissue contained nuclear virus.
The nucleus as a possible site of BSi1iV synthesis or
assembly was discussed by Gardner (19 67 ) .

It would be illogical

to assume the virions are immigrants from other cells since no
evidence of such movement through cytoplasmic connections was ever
detected.

Also, it should be noted that a peripheral reticulum

is normal in the chloroplasts of species that have the C4 type of
car bon-f ixation ( Laetsch, 1969 ) and. in some C3 1>la:n L:::; ( VaH
Steveninck, 1972 ; cf . Mohamed, 1973 ) .

I n addition , Magyarosy and

co-workers (1973 ) found that squash mosaic virus infection had no
effect on the biochemistry or ultrastructu re of chloroplasts and
concluded that chloroplasts were not the site of virus synthesis
or assembly.

So, even with recent publication of data illustrating

the association of ribonuclease-resistant R A with chloroplasts
in corn tissue infected with maize dwarf mosaic virus (rayhew
and Ford, 1974) the controversy over organelle involvement in
virus synthesis and assembly is by no means resolved.
The observation of mixed cells ( cells with more than one
plastid type) in BS: :V-infected tissue in this study is a unique
case.

Gardner (1967 ) found BS 1V induced changes in the chloroplasts

of some cells and not others.

However, no mixed cells were
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reported.

It was suggested by Gardner that chloroplast response

to BSMV infection might be based on genetic changes in the
chloroplasts.

Some electron microscope data have been collected

on mixed cells which are the result of cytoplasmic mutations
(summarized by Redel and Plurad, 1973).

It appears that on ly one

other virus has been associated with mixed cells (Arnott, Rosso
and Smith, 1969) .

Redel and Plurad (19 73) studied a nuclear

mutator gene , which induced a variety of phenotypically different
plastids, an� suggested that many of these defective plastid types
were the result of independent mutations in the p lastid.

These

authors offered the following explanation for the existence of
mi xed cells in their study s
The differentiation of plastids under normal conditions
in non-mutant cells is generally well synchronized . Thus
if a single metabolic defect would cause the structural
alterations one might expect identical or similar defects
in all the plastids within single cel ls. This study
clearly demonstrated a large variety of structural mod
ifications within single cells suggesting that a portion
of these is based on differences in the genetic consti
tution of the plastids concerned .
Arnott and co-workers (1969) proposed three possible explanations
for the occurrence of mixed cells in tomato leaf cells infected
with TMV :

the interaction differences between virus RNA and the

plastom of individual plastids ; factor ( s) required for normal
chloroplast development or maintenance became limiting as the
result of virus synthesis ; or the various phenotypes were the result
of a single developmental pattern which progresses in an irregular
sequence.

In reference to the latter hypothesis, it seems just
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as likely that different kinds of plastids observed in a single
cell could be intermediate steps in plastid degradation.
As was mentioned in the introduction, ND1 8 BSMV causes
altered progeny ratios in corn and BSMV is known to inc rease the
frequency of triploid and aneuploid seeds in barley.

My data

presents the possibility that ND18 BSMV may also influence the
phenotype of plastids by interfering with the genetics of individual
plastids or with chromosomal genes that code for structural or
biochemical properties of the plastids.

The latter possibility

is of lesser credibility since if chromosomal genes were involved ,
the ' plastidome' within a single cell should react the same.
cell-wall overgrowths and paramural bodies in barl · .y leaf tissues
systemically infected with ND18 BSMV is unique for this virus.
Several viruses have been associated with thickenings or protru- .
sions of vascular plant cell walls.

Among these were oat necro'tic

mottle ( Gill , 1974) , potato virus X ( Allison and Shalla , 1974) ,
tobacco ringspot (Halk and I\IcGuire, 1973 ; Yang and Hamil ton , 1974) ,
carnation etched ring (Lawson and Hearon , 1974) , bean pod mottle

( Kim and ?ulton , 1971 , 1973; Kim , Fulton and Scott , 1974) , cherry

leaf roll (Jones, -et al. , 1973) , potato virus M (Hiruki and Tu,

1972) , cauliflower mosaic (Conti , et al. , 1972 ; Bassi , et al . ,

1974) , tobacco mosaic ( Spencer and Kimmins, 1971) , cowpea mosaic
( Van Der Scheer and Groenewegen, 1971 ; Kim, et al. , 1974) , carrot

mottle C·1urant and Roberts , 1969) , and dahlia mosaic (Kitajima and
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Lauritis, 1969 ) .

In addition to changes in cell walls, several

investigators reported modifications of plasmodesmata with or
without the occurrence of vesicles between the cell wall and
plasmalemma (Halk and t.cGuire, 1973; Murant and R oberts, 1969;
Kitajima and Lauritis, 1969; Conti, et al . , 1972 ; Allison and

Shalla, 1974; Lawson and Hearon, 1974; Spencer and Kimmins, 1971 ;
Kim and Fulton, 1973 ; Bassi, et al. , 1974) .
The term "paramural body" was proposed by I archant and
Robards ( 1968) to refer to "all membranous or vesicular structures
associated with the plasmalemma . • • regardless of their origin. "
Although paramural bodies were occasionally observ ed in healthy
barley tissue, ·i:,hey w ere a cu.s to11ta.:cy l'ea. -Lu1.' e ul' u.i .;;ea.s8d cc :ls.
Kim and Fulton ( 1973 ) have discussed the possible functions of
paramural bodies and their relationship to virus infections.
Because of the close association between paramural bodies and cell
wall protrusions, it has been hypothesized that these vesicles and
convoluted membranes are the result of increased plasmalemma
activity in relation to extra cell wall synthesis (Bassi, et al. ,

1974).

This explanation of paramural body development seems well

suited to ND1 8 B SMV-infected tissue since paramural bo dies and
cell-wall thickenings occur together.

A similar interpretation

was offered by Kim and Fulton (19 73 ) .
Occurring along with paramural bodies and cell-wall thicken
ings were membrane bound structures termed " extended plasmodesmata"
and extraprotoplasmic sacs.

Since it was not demonstrated
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convincingly that the cavities of the " extended plasmodesmata" were
lined by the plasmalemma ( Fig . 17-B), the inclusion of the term
plasmodesmata might be conjectural .

However, structures resembling

desmotubules were observed ( Fig. _ 21-A) and the lack of normal
plasmodesmata in this tissue supported the hypothesis that these
unusual structures were modified plasmodesmata.

It is also

worthwhile noting there is not agreement on the fine structure of
normal plasmodesmata ( Robards, 197 1).

As mentioned in the results,

" extended plasmodesmata" were located between the plasmalemma and
cell wall or embedded in thickened portions of the wall.

Interest

ingly, this corresponds exactly with myelinic bodies reported
recently oy Kim and co-workers ( 197-+ ) .

The 111y t;;l.inic wu�t.::i .-.e:c€:

associated with tubules containing virus particles and " were
composed of fine linear bands arranged concentrically. "

No ND18

BSViV particles or linear bands were found associated with " extended
plasmodesmata. "

Extraprotoplasmic sacs have been described

previously (Allison and Shalla, 1974).

However, there are

differences between the sacs reported by Allison and Shalla ( 1 974)
and those I observed in ND 18 BS 1V infected cells in that the
latter occurred only in early systemically invaded tissue and did
not contain BSI V particles.

The origin and co mposition of the

small spherical granules contained in the sacs of BSNV-infected
cells were not determined.

The extraprotoplasmic sacs appeared

to be generally spherical .

No evidence of a rigid-rod shape was

ever obtained in this study.

The extraprotoplasmic sacs appeared
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to have a close association with, and in some cases terminations
of, plasmodesmata.

Similar sacs were also detected in ND1 8 BSMV

infected corn cells ( Figs.

36 , 37-B).

It co uld be argued that

these structures are a protecti�e response by the plant to restrict
the translocation of virus.

This possibility has been discussed

for similar phenomena in local lesion hosts ( Allison and Shalla,

1974; Spencer and Kimmins, 1971; Hiruki and Tu, 1972 ; Tu and
Hiruki,

1971 ) and in systemically infected tissue (Kim and Fulton,

1973) . As pointed out by Kim and F ulton ( 1973 ) , if this hypothesis
is correct, it is a very inefficient constraint in systemically
infected hosts, since virus particles were detected throughout the
tissue.
Non-membrane bound, intra and extraprotoplasmic, osmiophilic
bodies were located in ND18 BSMV diseased tissue in this study ; they
were also reported in tissue infected with either of two spherical
viruses by Kim, et al.,

( 1974) . Although observations of osmiophilic

bodies were restricted to diseased tissue in the current investigation,
Esau (1 968 ) discussed the occurrence of similar structures in the
cytoplasm of healthy cells.

Kim, et al. ,

( 1974) hypothesized that

osmiophilic bodies (globules) are transformed into my elinic bodies
after they become extraprotoplasmic.

This author is not ready to

suggest such a relationship exists between the osmiophilic bodies
and extraprotoplasmic sacs or " extended plasmodesmata . "

It is

conceivable· that these structures are secondary effects of virus
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infection due to breakdown of cellular components or alteration of
cellular metabolism .
Reports of B SNV in sieve and tracheary elements of barley
�ere not located in the literature.

It is not known if this void

is the result of lack of emphasis on . the vascular system or if
ND18 BSMV is unique in its location in such cells.

One investigator

located BSMV particles in nuclei or vascular parenchyma (Gardner,

196 7) .

Upon examination of the literature, it became apparent that

very little ultrastructural information is available on the mode
of entry, multiplication in, or virus conduit function of, xylem
and phloem tissue in non-phloem limited virus-infected plants.
of the virus-host int �rrelationship.
Pores in the anticlinal wall separating two guard cells
(Figs. 22-A, 22-B) were probably not virus induced even though
such structures were not found in control tissue.

Srivastava and

Singh (19 72) discussed the occurrence of the same phenomenon in
corn guard cells .

Apparently cross sections near the distal or

proximal end of guard cell pairs showing these discontinuities as
true pores rather than slits are rarely encountered ; their Fig. 11
being the only one I found in the literature.
The dense, spherical regions found in some cells (Fig . 28-A)
resemble structures termed pseudonucleoli by Milne (1967).

Since

I found these dense areas in cells without an intact tonoplast, it
seems possible they are secondary effects of ND18 BSMV infection.
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Milne suggested pseudonucleoli were associated with virus synthesis
and abnormal nucleic acid metabolism .
Cytology of B SI1V, ND18 Strain , in Corn
The inability to achieve consistent systemic symptoms of
BSMV infection in corn has been reported previously (McKinney · and
Greeley, 1965; Pring, 197 4) .

My ultrastructural evidence of low

ND18 BSMV population in corn leaf tissue is in agreement with
biochemical studies of corn-ND18 B SMV interactions (Pring, 197 4) .
Pring found high concentrations of virus RNA in systemically
invaded corn leaf tissue.

However, intact nucleoprotein levels

were inversely correlated with virus RNA .

He suggest�d " the corn

variety was thus deficient in either the synthesis of viral coat
protein or in assembly mechanisms . "

As mentioned above, a similar

explanation was offered for low levels of intact ND18 BSMV
particles in the inoculated leaf of barley (Pring, 1971) .
Intraprotoplasmic osmiophilic bodies were frequently seen
in diseased corn tissue.

As in barley, they had no limiting

membrane and occurred scattered in the cytoplasm or adjacent to
extraprotoplasmic sacs ; accompanying paramural bodies were similar
to those found in barley tissue.
Healthy corn tissue contained bundle sheath chloroplasts
with several rows of parallel lamellae without grana.

A system of

peripheral vesicles , termed peripheral reticulum by Laetsch (1969 ) ,
was observed in these plastids.

Peripheral reticulum is a normal

constituent of bundle sheath chloroplasts in corn (Bacn�ann, et al. ,
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1973 ) .

In contrast to peripheral vesicles found in barley

plastids, the vesicles comprising the peripheral reticulum in
corn did not appear to be formed by invagination of the outer
limiting membrane.

Bachmann and associates

( 1973 ) stated the

periphera l vesicles "are evidently blebbing inward from the
plastid membrane and producing new lamellae. "

To my knowledge,

no electron micrograph has been published confirming such an
interpretation in corn.

However, La etsch

( 1968) found a vesicle

connected with the inner limiting membrane of a bundle sheath
chloroplast in Amaranthus edulis .
Further research is warranted on BSMV in ooth barley and
corn hosts.

The puz zling phenomenon of mixed cells conta ining

several types of aberrant plastids in

ND18 BSHV ti�sue invites

research . on several different fronts:

biochemical and genetic

studies of the plastids themselves ; search for such plastids in
comparable infection stages of tissues invaded by wheat streak
mosaic virus and lily fleck corn virus, both of which induce the
AR effect ; ultrastructural characterization of the ontogeny of
such plastids and virus strain relationships.

The controversy of

chloroplast involvement in virus synthesis or assembly is awa iting
an ingenious scientist who can devise a conclusive experiment.
Future ultrastructural studies of BSHV merely reporting the
association of virus particles with such organelles would be of
limited value.

Only recently have researchers, such as K. S. Kim

and J . P. Fulton , been reporting on cell-wall malformations in
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both local lesion and sys temically infected tissue.

It would

appear that these abnormalities are restricted to certain stages
o f virus infection which may account for the scarcity of specific
Feports in the literature .

The significance of these structures

in the disease development in affected plants has no t been
determined.

The diminutive amount of information published on

viruses in conductive tissue is surprising.

Even the basic

question of how plant viruses enter the leaf and travel from the
point of entry throughout the plant body has not been resolved.
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TABLE 1 . --Response of corn cultivars inoculated with the ND1 8

strain of barley stripe mosaic virus.

Cultivar
Hybrids:
DeKalb XIA-.5
DeKalb X31.5
DeKalb x307
Pioneer 3 88
Pioneer 371 .5
United Hagie SX1 08
Inbred Lines :
Ohio 07
Ohio 07B
Ohio 43
Ohio 4_5B
SD-P2
PP-231
PP-01 4
N31
38-1 1
N6
WF9
Rl8-l-9
MO 70 : 3899

K-44

L317
P39-5
Pr-1
W -23
Male Line

.Symptom
Development
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Yes
Ye s
None
None
None
None
None
None
Yes
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Source

w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
w.
R.

R.

R.

R.

R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
R.
D.

s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.
s.

Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner
Gardner

Gardner
Gardner
s . Gardner
s . Gardner
� Gardner
s . Gardner
s . Gardner
H . W halen
H. Whalen
H . Whalen
H . Whalen
H . W halen
H . Whalen
H . Whalen
H . Whalen
H . Whalen
H . Whalen
H. Whalen
Pring
-..J •
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Key to Abbreviations Used in Figures
Bp - Bordered pit

Ne - Necrotic cell

Bs - Bundle sheath

0

Cc - Companion cell

Op - Outer plastid membrane

Ch - Chloroplast

P

Ci - C ytoplasmic invagination

Pb - Prolamellar body

Cu - Cuticle

Pd - Plasmodesma

D

Pl - Plasmalemma

- Dictyosome

- Osmiophilic body
- Paramural body

De - Desmotubule

Pm - Pit membrane

Ep - "Extended plasmodesma"

Ps - Plastid

Er - Endoplasmic reticulum

Pv - Peripheral vesicle

Es - Extraprotoplasmic sac

S

F

- Fibrils

Sc - Subsidiary cell

G

- Grana lamellae

Se - Sieve element

- Starch

G e - Guard cell

St - Strama

Gi - Globular inclusion

T

- Tonoplast

Hb - Half bordered pit

V

- Virus particles

Ia - Intercellular air space

Va - Vacuole

1 1 - Intergrana lamellae

Vb - Vascular bundle

Ip - Inner plastid membrane

Vi - Virus inclusion

- Mitochondrion

Vp - Vascular parenchyma

Mb - Microbody

W

- Cell wall

Mc - Mesophyll cell

X

- Xylem vessel

Mf - Microfibrils

Xp - Xylem parenchyma

N

- Nucleus
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FIGURES

Fig. 1 .

Leaves from an infected barley plant exhibiting
secondary acute ( left) and primary acute ( right)
symptom?.

·--
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Fig. 2.

Ultrastructure of a BSMV inoculated barley leaf one
day before symptoms were visible .
A) Se �ticn thrv'..lgh :ncsc phyll ti::;s'..:c 1:i. th no r:::al
appearing or&�nelles but apparent lack of ground
cytoplasm.
B) Globular inclusion of unknown composition.

-----
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F ig.

J.

Microscopy of thick and thin sections of chlorotic
tissue from BSMV inoculated barley leaf (secondary acute) .
A) Light micrograph of thick section.

Note dark,

spherical object (unlabeled arrow) and the necrotic
cell (upper right) .

Chloroplasts are swollen and

contain starch granules.
B) Low magnification electron micrograph of thin
section taken from same leaf as Fig. 3-A.
C) Electron micrograph in which upper chloroplast
depicts peripheral vesicles and virus particles
attached to limiting membrane.

Lower chloroplast

shows rupture of limiting membrane releasing
vesicles (pv).
D) Globular inclusion frequently seen in diseased tissue.

.51
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Fig . 4.

Cytology of a BSI1V inoculated barley leaf with chlorotic
and necrotic stripes ( secondary acute).
A) Cross section through leaf with chlorotic ( right
side of figure ) and necrotic stripes (left side of
figure) .

Cellular contents were completely obscured

and tissue collapsed ( unlabeled arrows) in necrotic
areas .

This figure is a montage of two photographs.

B) Ultrastructure of same leaf in area with cells
in va-rj ous st.-a.e;P s o f oJ sF:o J utJ nn.

Cell in cP-nter

is highly disrupted as compared to healthy ,
Chloroplasts are swollen, contain disorganized
membrane systems and have numerous starch granules .
Cell to right contains distended chloroplasts
with electron-dense , obscured internal structure .
The two upper cells are co mpletely necrotic.
Elliptical structures (arrow) observed in these
cells were allusive of plastid starch granules.
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F ig.

5. Aberrant organell�s and globular inclusions in
secondary acute barley leaf tissues.
A) Section of chlorenchyma with globular inclusion.
The limiting membranes of plastids were often
ruptured (unlabeled arrows) .

Note the lack of

crystals in microbodies and mitochondria with
swollen cristae.
B) Globular inclusion with "satellite bodies" (arrow) .
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Fig. 6.

Light microscopy of barley leaf exhibiting primary
acute symptoms.
A) Portion of leaf containing normal appearing
chloroplasts.

Cytoplasm is irregular in outline

because of virus-containing bulges ( un labeled
arrows ) .
B ) Segment of same leaf showing cellular disruption
and swollen chloroplasts.

----
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Fig. 7.

Ultrastructure of normal appearing portion of primary
acute barley leaf.
A) Low magnification of mesophyll tissue with large
:ix>pulation of BS •IV.

Note cytoplasmic bulges and

virus inclusions.
B ) Cell with unusually high concentration of virus
particles in cytoplasm.

•

Va

3 1' m
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Fig. 8.

A, B, C, D, E) Chloroplasts in primary acute barley
leaf tissue with 5 types of protrusions of the
limiting membran e forming virus -containing
cytoplasmic e �claves (arrows) .

Fig. 8 -D is the

first micrograph suggesting BS}N in a chloroplast.
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Fig. 9 .

Ultrastructure of primary acute tissue in chlorotic
fleck portion of a barley leaf.

Mesophyll chloroplasts

(lower cells) are swollen and contain cytoplasmic
invaginations.

Vascular plastids also contain

invaginations (unlabeled arrow) and appear to be
swollen.

6J

Fig. 10 .

C ytology of cells in uniformly chlorotic portion of
primary acute barley leaf possessing several types of
defective plastids.
A) Light micrograph of mixed cell with pellucid
stroma chloroplast (arrow) and dense-stroma
(type J ) chloroplasts.
B) Electron micrograph of cell containing pellucid
stroma plastids with ( type 1 ) and without { type 2,
at St) convoluted lamellar network.

Note elongated

grana or anastomosed intergrana lamellae in type 1
chloroplasts (unlabeled arrows) .

Dense-stroma

(type J ) plastids are above the nucleus.

• ·......,.= . ...·
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F ig. 11 .

A, B) Pellucid-stroma plastids (type 1 ) composed of
convoluted membranes forming tubular networks (small
arrm1s) and vesicles (large arrow) located in primary
acute barley leaf tissue.
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Fig. 12.

A, B) Pellucid-stroma chloroplasts without distended
lamellar membranes (type 2 ) in primary acute barley
leaf tissues.

Chloroplasts are characterized by

sharply defined internal membranes against electron
lucent stroma.

BSMV particles are attached to the

outer plastid membrane and are scattered in
cytoplasm.
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Fig.

13 . Dense-stroma plastids (type 3 ) with peripheral vesicles
from primary acute barley leaf tissue .
A) Chloroplasts with peripheral vesicles (box) and
presumptive DNA area (F) .
B) Enlargement of boxed-in area in Fig.

13-A.

I nner

plastid membrane forms invagination whereas the
outer plastid membrane is attached to a vesicle.
Unlabeled arrow indicates invagination or sunken
area remaining after vesicle formation.
C) Plastid with vesicles occurring singly and in rows.
Broad arrows indicate area where outer membrane
has ruptured leaving sunken stroma.

Bracket

indicates appearance of sunken area before outer
membrane rupture.

7-
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F ig. 1 4.

Type J chloroplasts from primary acute barley leaf
tissue with cytoplasmic invagination and rosettes of
vesicles.
A) Note development of vesicles from membranes of
cytcpl��ic invuginution (zmall urro�i) and sunken
stroma (broac arrow ).
B) Chloroplast with rosette of peripheral vesicles
( arrow).
C) Chloroplast with rosette of vesicles located in
invaginated stroma (arrow) .
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Fig. 15.

Vascular tissue of primary acute barley leaf with
vesiculated plastids.

Vesicles appear to be derived

from cytoplasmic invagination membranes (arrows) .
Note tubular-shaped objects in the invaginations and
cytoplasm.
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Fig. 16.

Ultrastructural cytology of chlorenchyma tissue from
chlorotic fleck region in primary acute barley leaf.
A) Note swollen dense stroma (type J) chloroplasts
and intraprotoplasmic osmiophilic bodies.

Broad

arrows indicate extraprotoplasmic wall abnormalities
at cell junctions .
B ) Higher magnification of area indicated by lower
arrow in Fig. 16-A.

Note " extended plasmodesma"

and an extraprotoplasmic sac.

This section also

contains an oblique section of cell-wall outgrowth

(Pl) .
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F ig. 17.

Ultrastructural cytology of chlorenchyma tissue from
uniformly chlorotic region in primary acute barley leaf.
A) Low magnification of three cells illustrating
presence of type 1 (cell in upper left) , type 2
(lower left o= bottom cell) , type

3 (upper left of

bottom cell) chloroplasts ; cell wall abnormalities
(unlabeled arrowheads) and paramural bodies.
B) Higher magnification of area 1ndicate1 by broad
arrow in F ig. 17-A.

Note bulbous-shaped " extended

plasmodesmata" and extraprotoplasmic sacs.

Unlabeled

arrows indicate connection with plasmodesmata in
wall.

Unlabeled arrowhead denotes ' normal '

plasmodesma with possible plasmalemma connection.
Note virus in membranous sac (broad arrow) and in
" tubular aggregate" (labeled arrow) .

Fig . 18 .

Paramural bodies in primary · acute barley leaf tissue.
Vesicles were located between plasmalemma and cell
wall and were freque1 tly associated with cell-wal l
malformations.

a:

M
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Fig. 19.

Cytology of cell-wall associated structures in primary
acute barley leaf tissue.
A) Light micrograph of structures in or near cell
wall (arrows) .
B) Ultrastructural appearance of structures at cell
junction (boxes) .
C) Higher magnification of upper boxed-in area of
Fig. 19-B.

Note occurrence of non-membrane bo und

osmiophilic bodies both between plasmalemma and
cell wall (broad arrow ) and in cytoplasm.

White

arrow indicates membrane bounding sac.
D) Higher magnification of lower boxed-in area in
Xig. 19-B.

Note membrane bounding " extended

plasmodesmata" (arrowheads).

Broad arrow refers

to osmiophilic bodies inside plasmalemma.
E) Near median section of " extended plasmodesma"
terminating in bulbous protrusion.

Cell wall

material surrounds protrusions eventually isolating
them.
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Fig. 2 0.

A) Cell-wall outgrowths in primary acute barley leaf
tissue containing plasmo.desmata without bulbous
termination ( arrow).
B) Higher magnilication of a cell-wall outgrowth
containing plasmodesmata (arrows) .

Note

intraprotoplasmic osmiophilic bodies near cell wall.

Fig. 21.

Ultrastructure of extraprotoplasmic sacs in primary
acute barley leaf tissue.
A) Section of wall containing several sacs.

Limiting

membrane of the sac (unlabeled arrow) is not
cont3 nuous with plasmalemma.

Note orderly rows of

small spherical granules within the sac.
B) Serial sections illustrating conne ction of
plasmodesma with sac (arrows).
C) Section through sac protrusion and connected
plasmodesma (arrow).

1 µm

B

C
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F ig. 22.

Epidermal cells fro m primary acute barley leaf tissue.
A) Cross section passing close to the distal (or
proximal) end of guard cell pair.

The outer

tangential wall is upper left, the inner tangential
wall is lower right.

Note discontinuities in the

common wall between the guard cells (arrow) .
B) Higher magnification of section similar to Fig. 22-A .
Several pores exist in the common wall (white
arrows) .

BSMV particles are present in both

subsidiary and guard cells.

This figure is a

montage of two photographs.

c ) Cross section of an epidermal cell containing virus
particles.

90

F ig. 2 3.

BSMV particles are shown in vascular tissue of primary
acute affected barley leaf.
A) Low m�onifi c�tion of a portion of a vascular bundle.
B) Higher magnification of xylem parenchyma cell
outlined in Fig . 2 3-A with virus particles.
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Fig. 25 .

Types of amorphous inclusion bodies found in primary
acute barley leaf tissue.
A) Most common type of inclusion with loosely arranged
virus particles and unidentified membranes.

Note

virions in membranous sac with small vesicles
(broad arrow) .
B) Type of virus inclusion seen in normal appearing
tissue.

Similar to inclusion in F ig. 25-A except

densely packed components.

9.5
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F ig. 26.

Inclusion bodies found only in chlorotic tissue from
primary acute affected barley _ leaf.
A) Rarely observed type consisting of few virus
particles and numerous cell organelles.
B) Membranous type with clear areas (unlabeled arrows)
and densely packed virus particles.

9

98

Fig . 27.

" Tubular aggregates" found in chlorotic tissue from
barley leaves exhibiting primary acute symptoms.
A, c) BSMV virions are attached to membranes or a
tubular structure (unlabeled small arrows).
B ) Note higher magnification of transverse (broad
arrow) and longitudinal sections of virus particles
attached to tubular structure (unlabeled small
arrow).
D) Monolayered crystal of virus (arrow) in cell
containing " tubular aggregates" (boxed-in area).

1 µm

1 00

Fig. 28 .

A, B) Unidentified granular or finely fibrillar
structures (arrows) in barley mesophyll cells of
primary acute tissue.
B) The linear structure was only observed in one tissue
sample.

10 2

Fig. 29.

Crystalline arrangement of BSHV particles in mesophyll
cells from chronic barley leaf tissue.
A ) Tightly packed virions in two adjacent cells.
B) Higher magnification of virions in irregular
crystalline arrangement .

-----

•

1 µm

1µm

Fig . JO.

Electron micrograph of large crystal, presumably in a
microbody located in chronic barley leaf tissue.

--

1 1,1 m
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F ig . 31 .

Plastid aberrations found in chronic barley mesophyll
tissue .
A) Chloroplast with tubules and vesicles developing in
the stroma external to grana and intergrana lamellae
systems .
B ) Plastids completely compartmentalized into vesicles
(arrows) with narrow elongate wavy grana.
C ) Chloroplast with unusual membrane system and small
grana.
D) Developing plastid with prolamellar body and
osmiophilic bodies.

108

Fig . J2.

BSMV infected vascular cells in chronic barley leaf
tissue.
A) Segment of vascular bundle with virions in a
vascular pa.renchyma cell.
B ) Higher magni:ication of sieve element cell containing
virus.

Note transverse section of a virus particle

(arrow) and virions closely associated with outer
membrane of mitochond.rion.

10

O . 3 1,1 m

1 10

F ig .

33 . BSNV in barley leaf xylem vessels.
A) Bordered pit in vessel wall with virions scattered
along pit mem�r�ne.
B) Higher magnification of central area in F�g . JJ -A
Yirus particles limited to right vessel element.
Note cross section of virion (unlabeled arrow) .

11

0 . 5p m

0 - 3 1,,1 m

B
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F ig. J4.

Corn leaf cells containing BSMV from chlorotic stripe
area.
A) Bulge of cytoplasm containing virus particles
adjacent to necrotic cell.
B) Scattered virions in cytoplasm.
body next to wall.

Note paramural

.3

1 µm

1 14

F ig.

35 .

Fine structure of dimorphic and abnormal chloroplasts
in corn leaf tissue.
A ) Mesophyll cell chloroplast with grana ( upper cell)
and bundle sheath chloroplasts, lacking grana (lower
cell).

Note peripheral reticulum in a bundle sheath

chloroplast (arrow).

This section is from healthy

tissue.
B ) Swollen mesophyll plastid with virus attached to
outer membrane from BSMV-infected leaf tissue.
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F ig. 36.

A, B) Electron micrograph of paramural bodies,
extraprotoplasmic sacs (unlabeled arrows ) and
intraprotoplasmic osmiophilic bodies in early
systemic tissue of a BSMV-infected corn leaf.
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F ig.

37 .

Ultrastructure of aberrant mesophyll chloroplasts
in BSMV-infected corn leaves.
A) Chloroplasts with abnormally arranged lamellae
forming tubular networks and small vesicles
(arrow).
B) Plastid with electron-lucent stroma composed of
·convoluted: membranes forming tubular networks
(small arrows).

Note extraprotoplasmic sac-like

structure (large arrow).

12 0

F ig. 38.

Electron micrograph of mesophyll cell and. bundle sheath
plastids in BS.MY-infected corn leaf tissue.
A) Mesophyll chloroplast with grana displaced to one
si�e of chloroplcst .

Note osmiophilic bodies in

upper right I ,rtion of photograph.
B) Swollen bundle sheath chloroplast with deranged
stroma lamellae commonly observed in chlorotic tissue .
Note peripheral reticulum indicated by arrow .

